Fourteen business faculty represented by the California Faculty Association filed a contract violation grievance with the provost’s office against the California State University Board of Trustees Tuesday afternoon.

The business faculty is complaining about the conditions of faculty offices in Modoc, the building that was moved 300 feet the week of Oct. 26 to make way for construction of the new engineering building.

Test of the 1983-86 contract agreement between the board of Trustees and the faculty union says: “... The CSU shall endeavor to maintain conditions which are conducive to the health and safety of the employees... The CSU shall endeavor to ensure that faculty unit employees will not be required... to work in unsafe conditions...”

The faculty argues that these conditions aren’t being met and ask for the following eight items in the grievance:

- to provide fire extinguishers around the building
- to provide satisfactory safety lights
- to provide access to all the restrooms
- to improve lighting in the restrooms
- to provide walkways to the existing research buildings and Modoc
- to arrange a meeting between the faculty involved and the president to discuss the complaints
- compensatory $1,500 to each faculty member involved

Business school faculty said that the problems began in late October when the initial move of the building was made. They said there was no security lighting, no phones, for three to four weeks, no working heat until November, inadequate walkways to the building and restroom facilities and no drinking water facilities.

Executive Dean Douglas Gerard acknowledged the problems encountered by moving the building; but noted that the problems were beyond the university’s control. He said that part of the conclusion was due to the contractors who are building the new engineering building.

Since the initial faculty complaints were filed, e-mails and phones were installed around the building and the restroom area, and a handicap ramp was built.

“But problems still remain,” one faculty member said. “We still have to go through mud to get to the restrooms and there’s a serious safety problem in that the restrooms are not connected to any building. They’re very isolated.”

Heating seems to be the major objection of the faculty. The faculty said that it took from the end of October to Nov. 25 until permanent heat was provided to one furnace and one thermostat which controls heat in the entire building.

Gerard commented, “Some unfortunate things happened and we did have some problems with the heating because the furnace is old.”

Once source commented, “It has been a continual episode of inconvenience. Mustang is typically at a constant 62 degrees.”

Robert Oce, a management professor who is housed in one of 30 offices in Modoc, said he has gone through the winter with no heat in his office. “It’s been a very bad experience,” he commented. “I used to brag about not having a cold in 25 years but I’ve been suffering sniffles and coughs all winter long.”

Coe explained that his office is usually 50-62 degrees when he gets to his office at 7:30 a.m.

Coe added, “I finally brought in my own heat, even though it’s against the rule. I’m not supposed to have it but I need it in order to survive.”

Another issue which remains to be resolved is a paved walkway for access to the handicap ramp which was built after a memo about the ramp and the lack of a drainage system was sent from the dean of the school on Jan. 30 to Gerard. But there is no asphalt connected to the ramp.

Gerard said state law requires only hand-capped access to a facility (i.e. a class) and not the actual building. The university did what it could to accommodate the faculty’s request of a ramp, he added.

A walkway from the architecture building to the day care center was built in January, but there are still no walkways leading to Modoc.

Another concern the faculty has is in the event of fire there is not adequate access to fire hydrants and the building itself. The nearest fire hydrant is about 150 yards away, and a hose must be hand-carried “across the construction site and pulled over security fences.”

However, the fire marshal approved the plan as set forth originally. Gerard said, and the placement of facilities poses no real safety problems in accordance to fire safety standards.

Gerard said, “Our original intent was to demolish the building (Modoc) when construction started. We planned to get additional trailers to house the 30 faculty members but none were available.”

He added that the business faculty might have opposed the trailers because they would have housed two faculty in one trailer instead of one.

Gerard also stated that Modoc and the faculty will remain where they are until construction of the engineering building is complete, probably by spring of 1986.

“I guess the administration hasn’t seen fit to fix the problems here,” Coe continued. “They (the administration) just haven’t taken it seriously.”

Business administration professor John Lindvall commented, “It’s inexcusable that they didn’t think it necessary to change things here to make the building inhabitable. I think it’s indicative of the viewpoint some people have of some of the faculty.”

California Faculty Association president Charles Andrews said the action being taken now is a Level Two contract grievance, which calls for an informal resolution between the two parties. With a Level One, he said, the grievant has 30 days to file the complaint with the appropriate administrator, who was named in this case as Provost Tomlinson Ford, Jr. The administrator then has 30 days to respond to the complaint.

Ford was not available for comment, but his assistant Frank Lebena said that no data for informal discussion has been set yet.

If the grievance is not resolved to the satisfaction of both parties that action goes to Level Three, which involves the grievant and the president.

In the case of having no resolution at Level Two, a Level Three action would be taken to the CPF, state office and the CSU chancellor. At that stage the matter would then go to arbitration and the faculty could get the $1,500 compensation, Andrews said.

Gerard would make no further comment until he has seen the actual grievance.

Business faculty file grievance against Trustees
Dorm Antics

WHY DOESN'T BOB EVER COME OVER AND TALK TO ME ANYMORE?

I GET THE FEELING THAT SOMETHING IS COMING BETWEEN US...

SOMETHING I HAVE NO CONTROL OVER

DANGER - MALARIA VICTIM

Letters

Professor urges student, teacher cooperation

Editor:

An interesting conversation with a student of mine last week pertaining to the recent Apple and Hasslein "situations" brought back memories of many discussions I had with students in the 1970s relative to problems faculty and students faced in common back then.

If we make a long story short, then-Governor Reagan had singled out higher education (by using severe budget cuts as a whipping boy for his presidential war stance ideally available on request). While I don't pretend these 1982-84 issues are in any way comparable to the Vietnam war, I do recall that our mutual conclusions were the same in both cases, namely that the events were "irreversible" for the students in that they were able to observe firsthand the constant hassles that the faculty have to face from an unsympathetic and distant administration. We also had hoped for increased student-faculty interaction which unfortunately never happened.

Poly faculty not recognized when using university name

Editor:

This letter is concerning the recent protest at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant by a group of Cal Poly instructors. As a United States citizen and employee of PG&E, I honor the U.S. Constitution and in particular free speech. But as a student of Concerned Cal Poly Faculty and Staff, I cannot justify in my mind that these instructors were allowed to use the name of Cal Poly in voicing their opinions. In an article in the Mustang Daily, Howard West (Asst. Executive Vice President at Cal Poly) said, "Faculty, staff, members, and students associated with the university are individuals and their personal situation is not something of concern to the university unless it impinges upon their ability to meet their obligations to the university." This is all fine and dandy, but does this mean that the "Concerned Cal Poly Faculty and Staff" are officially related to and recognized by the University? If so, then that means this institution is backing their position against Diablo Canyon, and in a more broad sense the State of California is taking a stand—since Cal Poly is a state funded school. In the same article Cal Poly Architectural Engineering Professor Jacob Feldman argues that, "It is not different philosophically these events may help to bring faculty colleagues to get their collective heads out of the sand and join with the students to present a united voice to the administration—a united voice that has qualities education as its primary goal. That voice will be needed more than ever in a future that promises to threaten the basic ideals of a trusting academic community.

A.J. Buffa
Professor of Physics

I believe that the details of the Apple and Hasslein deals should, of course, not be forgotten, but I hope that philosophically these events may help to bring students and faculty together in the spirit of cooperation which never did come about during the 1970s. Most of the faculty who have been here a while were not surprised angered yea, but certainly not surpris ed at the unilateral decision that was made by the administration.

Regardless of the so-called reasons given, we are used to being treated that way. In fact, although the Trustees still don't recognize it, it was their continual one-sided decision-making that forced faculty to unionize. Obviously this situation still exists today. Faculty are used to having their opinions solicited (although even this doesn't occur all the time) and then largely ignored. This brand of "collegiality" is what lead to the vote for faculty collective bargaining. I know personally I would not have voted for it if I had been treated with more professional respect by the administration and legislature.

So student and faculty awareness! We have more in common with each other than we have differences and certainly together we can make a much more forceful presentation of our viewpoint. Now that the students have had a taste of what the faculty deal with all the time, and with Chancellor Reynolds bragging about a new form of "management" (more than likely with little interest in what goes on in the classroom) with their salaries in the $100K/year range to operate this place like a big business, I would like them to think about where we are headed as a university with this kind of philosophy guiding us. At the same time I urge my faculty colleagues to get their collective heads out of the sand and join with the students to present a united voice to the administration—a united voice that has quality education as its primary goal. That voice will be needed more than ever in a future that promises to threaten the basic ideals of a trusting academic community.

Mandy York
Cal Poly students need involvement

Editor:

In response to last week's editorial, I agree that the student senate is not a place to deal with social issues such as the strip-search resolution proposed by President Sanders. I find it interesting that the Mustang Daily editorial board spends its time wondering about the student senate's goals instead of finding out what they are.

My purpose is not to correct the article printed earlier. I am concerned with the apathy of the student community on issues that are relevant to it. One such issue is the new add-drop policy. Do you really feel the drop period is long enough? Would you be willing to take the 15 units of foreign language that is proposed by the chancellor's task force? Did you know that Jeff Sanders vetoed a resolution passed by the senate which opposed this requirement? Do you see the need for a new student funded sports facility on campus? Does one dollar per hour after the first ten hours on a computer terminal sound like a bad idea? Do you think that making 16,999 people 'and them (the Student Senate) liars if they pass this resolution. The President's goals instead of finding out what adults at a university. Senators should not have to put their activities away in that you prompted Dr. Baker to justify his actions. It's a strange thing to see an administration step on the body. They should be presented through a responsible form of media such as a campus newspaper. Then the students should react by petitioning their senators, writing letters to the newspaper, speaking at open form on Wednesday night, signing petitions, or demonstrating. It is my impression that the student body is too apathetic to respond.

I congratulate you for the response to the Apple deal in that you prompted Dr. Baker to justify his actions. It's a strange thing to see an administration step on the foundation is being a little conservative by holding back millions of dollars in "reserves"? These are issues of my concern, as a student, and are issues that need to be examined by the entire student body. They should be presented through a responsible form of media such as a campus newspaper. Then the students should react by petitioning their senators, writing letters to the newspaper, speaking at open form on Wednesday night, signing petitions, or demonstrating. It is my impression that the student body is too apathetic to respond.

I congratulate you for the response to the Apple deal in that you prompted Dr. Baker to justify his actions. It's a strange thing to see an administration step on the foundation is being a little conservative by holding back millions of dollars in "reserves"?

Gary John Sunderland
Senator, Chair of Academic commission

Proposed NRM demise threatens unique major

Editor:

Once again in the name of economic efficiency a unique and scarce resource is threatened by extinction. What I am referring to is the proposed demise of the various concentrations within the natural resource management department. The present reorganizational task force's planned "phase out" of the NRM department shows a growing frightening trend towards resource depletion and extinction. While uniqueness alone is not a mandate for the preservation of any object, it should be a prime consideration. Restoration of a limited resource is often costly to both the resource and the restorer. In a majority of cases such restoration is impossible.

What chance do the American Bald Eagle, California Condor, Peregrine Falcon, and our national, state forests and parks have if we choose to remove the educational base for those who would seek to preserve and maintain our limited natural resources? Where within the California University System are we to turn in order to receive the kind of quality education that the NRM department offers at Cal Poly? Ignorance should be a crime and Cal Poly has within its powers the ability to remove it.

I would suggest that we do not have to follow the way of the dinosaur. We can value and enjoy a unique and endangered resource before it is gone. Placing a value on such things as a wilderness experience or a water-fall is often difficult but it can be done with the help of educated qualified individuals. We must preserve this unique educational resource so that we and our children can share in a common respect for our planet's natural resources.

Ralph F. Dorse
NRM, Parks and Recreation

1015 COURT ST.
LUNCH
M-F: 11:30 - 4:00 pm
DINNER
S-Th: 4:30 -1 am
F-Sat: 4:30 -2 am
Salad Bar

4 FREE drinks w/purchase of any size pizza

Woodstock's PIZZA PARLOR

we deliver at lunch
5 4 1 4 4 2 0
Outdoors

Peaceful camping spots only 20 minutes away

by Margie Cooper

South West

Why spend spring break vacationing in the Sierra or milling around Hawaii when San Luis Obispo County offers several camping and backpacking areas to find peace and solitude?

Within a 25 to 50-mile radius of San Luis Obispo, students interested in the outdoors can find trails to explore, sights to see and overnight camping spots in a 20-minute commute from town. The accommodations may seem overly primitive to the urbanite, but the experience is well worth the attempt.

Under the State Parks and Recreation system, there are three local overnight campgrounds that offer a variety of recreational activities by day.

Morro Bay State Park rests on the perimeter of Morro Bay just south of Highway 1. The campground nestles against a sleepy lagoon, one of the few remaining marshland habitats left in California. More than 250 species of land, sea and shore birds have been observed here in a migratory or residential status here.

Campers must make reservations in advance of their trip through Ticketron. Sites are $6 per night with bathroom facilities a prime attraction. Facilities include flushing toilets, tables and stoves.

Cross the road from the campground, Spooner’s Cove hugs the rocky coastline offering a day area for picnicking.

Across the field from the park, visitors can enjoy interpretive displays, lectures and slide shows at the Museum of Natural History. Within walking distance of Morro Bay State Park, the campground is well worth the navigational attempt. The campground has 60 sites available on a first-come, first-serve basis until May 27. Overnight fees are only $3 per site. Bathroom facilities are primitive in style, but piped drinking water is available.

The closest overnight camping area to San Luis Obispo is El Chorro Regional Park, a county run campground, which lies 4 miles due west of the city on Highway 1. Facilities include barbecues pits, piped water, tables, stoves, bathrooms and a baseball diamond for those afternoon games of slowpitch. The cost of each site is 96 per night.

As you travel the road to the park entrance your eyes rest on a panoramic view of the Pacific Ocean. The campground has 60 sites available on a first-come, first-serve basis until May 27. Overnight fees are only $3 per site. Bathroom facilities are primitive in style, but piped drinking water is available.

Across the road from the campground, Spooner’s Cove hugs the rocky coastline offering a day area for picnicking.

Some of the lesser known, but more natural camping areas are those to be discovered in the Los Padres National Forest.

Cerro Alto Campground, located just off Highway 41, lies between Morro Bay and Atascadero. This Forest Service campground is easily missed by harried drivers struggling to negotiate the hairpin turns, but the campground is well worth the navigational attempt.

There are 24 sites with each accommodating up to eight people at the cost of 85 per night. Facilities include solar bathrooms and piped water.

Although chaparral vegetation remains the predominant plant species, Morro Creek flows through the canyon and in early spring the slopes showcase nature’s finest in floral arrangements. Two trails of varying slope and difficulty traverse up the mountains, converging at Cerro Alto Peak at an elevation of 5,000 feet.

Two relatively unimpeachable Forest Service campgrounds lie hidden in the Santa Lucia Wilderness area approximately 15 miles northeast of San Luis Obispo off Highway 101. Access is on the north side of Cuesta Grade, about 250 feet past the summit on the downhill side. Park your car behind the locked gate and follow the dirt road on foot for five miles until you see a white outcropping of rocks to the left of the road.

The Lopez Canyon Trail begins here, giving hikers access to Upper Lopez and Sulphur Pots Campgrounds. The word is primitive for accommodations. Each camping area has one table and one stove. Drinking water may be obtained from a year round stream paralleling the trail which feeds into Lopez Lake.

Campers must obtain and carry a wilderness permit upon entry. Permits may be obtained by calling the Forest Service office in Santa Maria at 805-925-9588 or Post Fire Station at 805-456-5711.

The closest overnight camping area to San Luis Obispo that can accommodate large groups of people is El Chorro Regional Park, a county run campground, which lies 4 miles due west of the city on Highway 1. Facilities include barbecues pits, piped water, tables, stoves, bathrooms and a baseball diamond for those afternoon games of slowpitch. The cost of each site is 96 per night.

While you may need to get away from it all, but the wallet won’t foot the bill for a vacation trip, take a hop around the county and enjoy yourself.
Morro Bay State Park shown here is one of the many scenic places along the Central Coast where peace and sc. tude go hand in hand with modernized facilities to provide overnight campers with fine accommodations and a variety of recreational activities.

RESIDENCE HALL CONSERVATION

CONTEST RESULTS:

Congratulations!
Scott Walker, Muir Hall, Winner of Phantom Phone Call Certificate drawing for $30 to Mountain Air Sports.
A big “Thank you” to all correct answers.
Hall Winners: Yosemite $55 Fremont $25

“Dog Energy”

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
FEB. 1-29
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring a spinal check-up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This service will include consultation, physical examination, and a report of findings.

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
- Excruciating Headaches
- Ringing in Ears
- Stinging, Numbness, or Pain in Hands & Arms
- Looming & Numbness
- Low Back & Leg Pain
- Pain Between Shoulders

If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.

For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate
1150 Grove Street
San Luis Obispo

Well worth the wait...
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
SPRING RUSH
March 26 through April 1
Call 544-9913

PACIFIC CONCERTS
AIRING ON MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS
YOU’LL HEAR CLASSICAL MUSIC HERE
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Staff Writer

Although a cold wind prevailed over the Bakersfield trash last weekend, the Cal Poly men showed some competitive drive and spirit which may carry them far this season. Despite some injuries, the track team posted 18 lifetime-bests in the debut meet.

The 400-meter relay team of Dru Utter, Arnold Maler, Erik Josephson and Jeff Gardner finished second in 43.3, just short of the national qualifying standard. A few more races could easily see this quartet tying for a top conference spot.

As the sun set, the cold air stopped two Poly sprinters. Both junior transfer Arnold Maler and freshman Jeff Gardner strained hamstring while pole vaulter Mike Khart and distance man Ken Ellingson suffered mononcytosis set backs. Coach Tom Henderson believes all will be back in a few weeks.

In the 5000 meters, none of the pack responded to Dave Livingston's sudden surge enabling him to finish the race alone. The freshmen's time of 14:44.8 was a lifetime best and marked Livingston's first victory as a collegiate competitor.

Among the 16 teams competing will be eight top-20 Division I teams and 3 top-10 Division II teams. Cal Poly, fresh off back-to-back wins against Division I opponents (UCSB and Fresno State), is very excited to compete, according to Bream.

"We're playing with a lot of confidence and I believe we will play well. And I also think that we have the capability of upsetting some very good players.

With this early-season test against some of the top teams on the west coast, coach Bream said, "Basically it's a chance for our players to get some top level wins and a few more races could easily see this quartet tying for a top conference spot.

The Mustang netters will encounter some of the top teams in the nation during the three-day invitational tournament that runs from Feb. 16-18. The tournament is being held at the University of San Diego, which is featured as the big-name college in the event.

Staff Writer

"Dave is an intelligent racer and an intense competitor. He will run very well this year," said Henderson.

Poly thrower Jim Halter displayed rapid progress with four personal bests in the discus (10-10), shot put (14-8), javelin (153-6) and hammer throw (153-6). Halter's hammer toss has propelled him to seventh position on the Cal Poly all-time list. At this rate of improvement, Henderson appears confident that his thrower could well be on the way to four national qualifying marks.

Other first place victories were turned in by Brad Underwood (14.6 in the 110-meter high hurdles) and the 4 by 100-meter relay of Steve Strongo, Dave Living- ton, Hector Nieves, and Jim McCarty. LifetimeImproved times were also recorded by freshman Dave Bennett (10,000 meters in 31:30), sophomores Mike Whitecomb (10,000 in 31:30), freshman Jim West (5000 meters in 15:18.7) and junior Cuesta transfer Peter Roskam (5000 in 16:38).

Both Loren Diaz and Don Aquilar posted improvements on key decathletes events. Diaz had three personal records in the 110 high hurdles (16.0), 400m (51.4), and discus (113-6), while Don Aguiar established a 12 foot improvement in the javelin (180-1).

"The team is fired up. The guys have trained hard for this, and they are ready to compete," said Henderson.

Next weekend the team will set their blocks at the San Diego Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament.
Adventure awaits women's team on northern trip
by Rebecca Prough

The women's tennis team is getting ready for another road trip this weekend, though this time it heads north.

Friday the team meets UC Santa Cruz, a Division III team, and Saturday the women play UC Davis. Davis is ranked second in the nation, and they almost won the national tourney last year.

Coach Orion Yeast said the team really wants to do well this weekend. If the women perform well against a team that is in another region, such as Davis which is in the northern region, they will look good nationally.

Yeast said that not much was known about Santa Cruz's playing abilities.

"The trip north is going to be an adventure," Yeast said, "and the girls are looking forward to it."

In last weekend's home match against Loyola Marymount, a Division I team, the Mustangs were defeated 6-1. Loyola was basically the better team, however, Cal Poly could have played better, Yeast said.

Laurie Moss, Cal Poly's No. 1 singles, had a super win defeating Loyola's Kathy Rose 6-2, 6-3. Moss's win against a Division I opponent will look good for her nationally. She is now ranked fifth in the nation by the Intercollegiate Coaches Association.

Moss and Patti Hilliard, playing No. 1 doubles, are also working much better together, Yeast said. They went three sets in their match against Kathy Ross and Debbie Delgado of Loyola but lost a close third set tie-breaker and were defeated 6-2, 4-6, 6-7.

The women's tennis team now has a season record of 2-2.

Patti Hilliard, the Cal Poly women's tennis team's No. 2 singles player, lunges for ball during Mustangs' match versus Loyola Marymount last weekend. Hilliard will help lead the squad against UC Santa Cruz and UC Davis.
Four women tracksters qualify for national meet

by Shari Ewing

Mustang Oatty Thursday, February 16, 1984

The Cal Poly women's track team made its season debut last week at the Cal Poly Relays last weekend. These two events could only be described as a successful opener.

Despite the overcast weather, the Mustangs turned in some shining performances, including lifetime bests. Jolene Carr in the discus (123-9) and Lynette Felice in the triple jump (35-3.5) both qualified her for the national championships in May. Junior Karen Deihl and Rhonda Rossi both earned plane tickets to the national meet with their performances in the 5,000 meters. Both had run eggs in the winning four in a one-mile relay one hour before the 5,000. Dunn collected her second win of the day with a time of 1:32.3, which established a new school record of 17:34.6. Teaming up with Dunn and Root in the four in a one-mile relay was Jill Ellingson and Marcie Dyer. The quartet clocked a time of 20:35.4, ahead of the Cal Poly B team which finished second. Amy Harper Avitt was also a double winner for the Mustangs, when she teamed up with Julie Deal, Sue Ichi, and Kayla Prieur to win the sprint medley. Avitt then ran a leg on the two-mile relay with Deal, Carol Gleason and Ellingson. In individual competition, Coe Chandler won her heat of the 100 meter hurdles in 14.6, the fastest time of the day. Chandler later placed second in the long jump at 16-5. Karen Kramer and freshman Julie Weingmann finished second and third, respectively, in the high jump. Both cleared 5-6.

Freshman Gladdis Freyer placed sixth in the mile in 5:46.1, just one second off her lifetime best. The Mustangs will compete this Saturday in a triangular meet against Cal Berkeley and Fresno State at Fresno.

Classified

MANDATORY GYMNASIUMS

February 19. Sunday 4:00 Crandall

Participants must be present one hour prior to the date specified above.

Available

RIFLE CLUB meeting 5:30 Wed-

ing. Contact: Rodney R. Albert

Roommate

Stereo

Sound Systems and Accessories. Phone: 544-8653.

M patrols are scheduled on the
teaching floor every hour.
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CONGRATULATIONS BECKY!!

SPIKE 544-7620
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If you need help, call.
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Happy birthday to Frank Yochum, 22.
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